MRS MEMBERSHIP

Discounts for
Developing Countries
Interdisciplinary. Broadly Inclusive. Egalitarian.

For the Materials Research Society, these words are at the core of
our mission, vision and values—to build a dynamic, interactive,
global community of materials researchers.
To better serve students and professionals from all technical and
economic sectors of the worldwide materials community, those
individuals working or studying in developing countries* are
eligible for discounted membership.
Funded by the Materials Research Society Foundation®, these
memberships enable materials scientists to connect with
colleagues from around the world, and contribute to, and benefit
from, the Society’s programs.
2022
Membership Rates
(US dollars)

Regular Rate

Lower- and MiddleIncome Countries*

Low-Income
Countries*

Professional
Membership

$140

$63

$30

Student
Membership

$40

FREE

FREE

*Countries are based on those defined as Low-Income or Lower-Middle-Income Economies by the
World Bank. For a complete list of qualifying countries, visit mrs.org/dev-countries-member.

mrs.org/dev-countries-member


MRS MEMBERSHIP 2022 Benefits
	 Electronic access to all MRS journals
MRS Bulletin, consistently ranked in the top 10% of materials science journals
Journal of Materials Research (JMR), with access to full-text articles from the
Journal’s inception in 1986 to the current issue
MRS Communications, the electronic letters and Prospectives journal
MRS Energy & Sustainability, focused on broad perspectives in energy and
sustainability as they relate to the impact of materials research on society—
science, technology, socio-economics & policy
MRS Advances, a peer-reviewed, online-only journal featuring snapshots of work
in progress on key materials topics identified by MRS Meeting programming
MRS Online Proceedings Library Archive, providing over 100,000 full-text
proceedings papers archived from Volume 1 through the 2015 MRS Spring Meeting
	Access to, and inclusion in, the MRS Member Directory—an online database that
allows members to add photos, a brief bio and links to social media sites, and is
widely considered an excellent networking tool
	Free MRS e-mail alerts by signing up at mrs.org/mymrs
	Access to live and archived materials science content via the
MRS OnDemand® Webinar Series
	Discounted registration rates for MRS Meetings and Workshops
	Opportunities to expand your career or company via MRS Career Central
	Professional recognition via the prestigious MRS Awards Program
	Volunteer opportunities in MRS committees and task forces
	Discounted rates on a comprehensive suite of author services including academic
translation and manuscript preparation via American Journal Experts (AJE)
	and more!
Become an MRS Member today! Learn more at mrs.org/membership.

Visit mrs.org/dev-countries-member for more information
on membership discounts for developing countries.

